PORTRAITS OF ATTENDEES

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY

AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

REUNION XI

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

HEADQUARTERS

HIGH SPEED FLIGHT STATION
AMES ATTENDEES

Harvey Allen (1957), Developer of Blunt Re-Entry Body Concept and Ames Director, 1965-1969

Peggy and Bill Angwin
Mary Ann and Bob Barnett
Ben and Helen Beam
Claire and Norm Bergrun

Lola and Don Anderson
Jean and Joe Anderson
AMES ATTENDEES

Edie (Watson) Blackman and Her Boss
Center Director Hans Mark (Early 1970s)

Edie (Watson) Blackman
Winnie and Jack Boyd

Loren Bright
Marion and Gary Chapman
Joe Cleary
Charlie Coe
AMES ATTENDEES

Alan Faye, Bill Mead and Jack Boyd (1976)

Marilyn and Brent Creer

Marilyn and Vito D’Alloia

Bob and Marian Dannenberg

Marye and George De Young

Diane Dexter and Deana Aspinall

Brian Doolin
AMES ATTENDEES

Al Eggers and Ballistic Test Facility (1956)

John Dusterberry

Elizabeth and Al Eggers

Beverley Erickson and son Chris

Eileen and George Falkenthal

Barbara and John Foster
AMES ATTENDEES

Howard Larson and Dean Chapman (1964)

Bruno and Irene Gambucci

Jessie Gaspar

Tom Gregory

Sallie and Ralph Hallet, Jr.

Kay and Dick Hamp

Elaine Hatfield
AMES ATTENDEES

Russ Robinson (1958) One of the First Ames Employees

Donn Kirk

Jeanne and Dave Koenig

Joan and Sam Kraus

Dick and Joanne Kurkowski

Dorothea and Earl Keener

Mary and Bruce Kelley
AMES ATTENDEES

Ames Wind Tunnels in 1947

Dee Lambert

Sy Lampert and Brother Martin

Marilyn and Jim Lane

John Leveen

Ekky and Lionel Levy

Armando and Nancy Lopez
AMES ATTENDEES

Coralyn and John Lundell
Denise Lucy and Ralph Maines
Betty and Norm Martin
Valerie and Joe Marvin
Bert, Doris and Carlton McMahon
Arthur Godfrey (Radio and TV Star) and George Cooper (1948)
AMES ATTENDEES

F-86 Airplane Being Lowered Into 40- by 80-foot Wind Tunnel (1954)

Dorothy and Walt McNeill

Jean Moorhead and Shirley Cooley

Irene and Ken Mort

Enid Pate

Leona and Rod Peery

Eva and George Pegot
AMES ATTENDEES

Harv Lomax (1994) Computational Fluid Dynamics Pioneer

Jeanette (Remington) and John Peterman

Jody and Pete Petersen

Jacquie and Vic Peterson

Bill Pitts

Jan and Roy Presley

Mitch Radovich
AMES ATTENDEES

Marcie (Chartz) Smith and Others By IBM 7090 Computer (1961)

Sharon and Paul Scharmen
Chuck and Mary Shepard
Lucy and G. Alan Smith
Marcie (Chartz) and Bill Smith

Kelsey and Millie Robinson
Sy Syvertson (1983). Ames Director
Ringing Christmas Bells During Ames’ Chorus Serenade

Virginia Stalder and Ken (son)
Beryl and Byron Swenson
Jo Ann and Sy Syvertson
Chris and Robert Tinkey
AMES ATTENDEES

R. T. Jones, Jack Nielsen, Hans Mark, Leonard Roberts and Harvey Allen
Ames Spirit(s?) of Free and Vigorous Discussions (1976)

Bobbie and Tony Toyne
Stu and Lyn Treon

June and Jack Tunnell
Sylvia and Milton Van Dyke
Lorraine and Ed Vernon
Helen and Nick Vojvodich
AMES ATTENDEES

No Photographs Taken

Boissevain, Al
Cooper, George and Louise
Gambucci, Tom and Mary Ann
Hall, Mary
Mark, Hans and Marion (Invited)
Meyer, Floyd and Maryellen
Montgomery, Laurence and Lois
Mossman, Emmet and Ruth

Pappas, Connie
Reller, John and Kit
Scherrer, Richard
Thomma, Jr., Raymond
Tobak, Murray
Viegas, John and Celest
Winovich, Warren
Zuric, Vern and Loretta

Daisy and Ed Wasson
Earl Watson
Sandy and Val Watson
Joy and Brad Wilson

Leslie Wilson and Carole Adams
Jean and Lou Young